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DIVISION, ADJOINTS, AND DUALITIES OF BILINEAR MAPS
JAMES B. WILSON
Abstract. The distributive property can be studied through bilinear maps
and various morphisms between these maps. The adjoint-morphisms between
bilinear maps establish a complete abelian category with projectives and ad-
mits a duality. Thus the adjoint category is not a module category but nev-
ertheless it is suitably familiar. The universal properties have geometric per-
spectives. For example, products are orthogonal sums. The bilinear division
maps are the simple bimaps with respect to nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms.
That formalizes the understanding that the atoms of linear geometries are
algebraic objects with no zero-divisors. Adjoint-isomorphism coincides with
principal isotopism; hence, nonassociative division rings can be studied within
this framework.
This also corrects an error in an earlier pre-print; see Remark 2.11.
1. Introduction
We study the distributive property, that is, bimaps (also called biadditive or bi-
linear maps). As usual, bimaps B : UV ÑW relate abelian groups U , V , andW
following the relations pu u1qBv  uBv u1Bv and uBpv v1q  uBv uBv1, for all
u, u1 P U and all v, v1 P V (further definitions in Section 1.1). Distributive products
abound in algebra, making this property important to understand. Yet, this also
explains why no one category has emerged for bimaps. For instance, the multipli-
cation  : RRÑ R of a ring R is a bimap; but that bimap can be approached as a
ring with ring homomorphisms, a left (or right) module probed by linear maps, or a
bilinear form1 where isometries would be the appropriate transformations. Several
less obvious (but still useful) morphisms between bimaps generalize homotopisms
from nonassociative algebra [A], derivations from Lie theory [J], crossed-maps from
Jordan pairs [L], etc. Thus, the class of bimaps admits not just one category, but
an ontology (in the Computer Science vocabulary) of multiple categories, functors,
and some ‘nonassociative’ categories.
Here we focus on just three morphism types: homotopisms, adjoint-morphisms,
and nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms. We name categories after their morphisms
and not their objects because bimaps admit many incompatible morphisms.
Albert [A] introduced homotopisms for nonassociative rings but his definitions
adapt well to all bimaps (Section 1.2). Homotopisms generalize ring homomor-
phisms, linear mappings, and isometries, and so these are perhaps the most used
morphisms between bimaps. For example, there are several efforts to discover new
isotopism classes of semifields (nonassociative rings without zero-divisors) and other
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1Here a form means a bimap B : U V ÑW where W is a cyclic (bi-)module; cf. Section 1.1.
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division bimaps (also called nonsingular bimaps), i.e. D : UV ÑW with uDv  0
implying u  0 or v  0; cf. [K, p. 110,S, p. 228 & Chapter 16].
Adjoint-morphisms (defined in Section 2) are also common, though usually not
considered as a category. In many ways, adjoint-morphisms are the simplest mor-
phisms for bimaps due to the following: their category is complete, co-complete,
abelian, and has projectives (Theorems 2.27 & 2.31). Adjoint categories also admit
a duality – the transpose. This implies that despite many similarities, adjoint cat-
egories are never equivalent to full module categories (Theorem 2.10). Functorial
translations between the homotopism and adjoint categories are essential in appli-
cations. One of the critical relationships is a Galois correspondence set up by tensor
products (Theorem 2.8). Though that correspondence appears not to have been
formalized until recently ([W2, p. 2654]), it evolved out of a series of old problems
in Group Theory [BF,BW,W].
The final morphism family involves so-called nondegenerate bimaps, which are
perhaps the most common examples of bimaps. In geometric terms, bimaps B :
U  V ÑW establish the orthogonality operators
XK  tv P V : XBv  0u Y J  tu P U : uBY  0u(1.1)
for X  U and Y  V , and the radicals of B are UK and V J. Nondegenerate
bimaps have trivial radicals. Notice that the products of unital rings and modules
are immediately nondegenerate and bilinear forms are usually assumed to be non-
degenerate or a swift argument reduces them to that case. Adjoint-morphisms are
classically interpreted as linear maps that relate the orthogonality operators of one
bimap to another (cf. Lemma 2.3). So we are concerned with the operators pK,Jq
as order-reversing mappings between the submodules (subsets) of U and V (indeed
they are Galois connections). Here the techniques for forms breakdown substan-
tially because pK,Jq are not bijections, i.e. they are not dualities. This means
that geometric tasks, such as decomposing a bimap into pairwise orthogonal sub-
spaces or determining the isometry group, are no longer trivial observations about
standard bases (witness the involved arguments in[BW,W2, Sections 4–6]). So we
restrict the lattices (and associated adjoint-morphisms) to the KJ and JK stable
submodules of U and V respectively, to create a duality. These restricted nonde-
generate adjoint-morphisms characterize the minimal intervals in the KJ and JK
stable sublattices as nondegenerate adjoint-simple bimaps (Proposition 3.3). Here
this geometric interpretation translates to a familiar algebraic property. We show
that nondegenerate adjoint-simple bimaps are precisely the division bimaps. This
formalizes the experience that the ‘atoms’ of coordinatized geometry are algebraic
objects without zero-divisors (Theorem 3.13).
1.1. Notation. We use R and S for rings, U ’s for left R-modules, and V ’s for right
S-modules. An pR,Sq-bimodule W is a left R-module and a right S-module where
rpwsq  prwqs pr P R,w PW,s P Sq.
We write URop for the rightR
op-module induced from a left R-module U and remark
that the (co-variant) functor RU ÞÑ URop (which is the identity on homomorphisms)
is an isomorphism RModÑ ModRop . We economize on parentheses by the convention
that an R-linear map µ : U Ñ U 1 of left R-modules is evaluated at u P U by uµ (so
that for all r P R, and all u P U , ruµ suffices for rpuµq  pruqµ) and an S-linear
map ν : V Ñ V 1 of right S-modules is expressed by νv, for each v P V .
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Throughout we assume W  RWS is an pR,Sq-bimodule. An pR,Sq-bimap is
a function B : U  V Ñ W of a left R-module U , a right S-module V , and an
pR,Sq-bimodule W with the distributive-type properties:
pu   u1qBv  uBv   u1Bv,(1.2)
uBpv   v1q  uBv   uBv1 pu, u1 P U,v, v1 P V q;(1.3)
and the associative-type properties:
pruqBv  rpuBvq, uBpvsq  puBvqs pu P U,v P V,r P R,s P Sq.(1.4)
Remark 1.5. We generally think this sort of linear algebra should remain coordinate
free; yet, there is some intuition gained by treating B as if it were a matrix. Indeed,
if U  R`m (as row vectors) and V  S`n (as column vectors) then evaluating B
on the coordinate bases for U and V specifies an pm nq-matrix MpBqij  eiBej
with entries inW . Observe uBv  uMpBqv where the right side is ordinary matrix
multiplication. When U  V we write uMpBqvt.
We use many basic concepts from modules, categories, and lattices. We refer
readers to various other well written sources, mostly Anderson-Fuller [AF], Pareigis
[P, Sections 1.7, 1.11, 4.1], and [DP, Chapter 7].
1.2. Homotopism category. For bimaps B : UV ÑW and B1 : U 1V 1 ÑW 1,
a homotopism is a triple pφ, γ;κq P HomRpU,U
1
qHomSpV, V
1
qHomR,SpW,W
1
q,
uφCγv  puBvqκ pu P U,v P V q.(1.6)
As one would expect, these form a category under pointwise composition and this
homotopism category has kernels (ideals as we shall call them), quotients, and
appropriate versions of the isomorphism theorems. One of the most important
ideals of a bimap B : U  V ÑW is its radical
?
B : V J  UK Ñ 0. Observe that
B{
?
B is nondegenerate.
Homotopisms admit various relevant subcategories. For example, if we insist
U  V then we may restrict to homotopisms pφ, γ;κq where φ  γ. If further
φ  γ and κ are invertible then we call pφ, φ;κq a pseudo-isometry. If instead we fix
W then we often look at so-called principal homotopisms pφ, γ; 1W q and, provided
also U  V , isometries are defined as homotopisms of the form pφ, φ; 1W q. These
also create subcategories. For nonassociative algebras, i.e. bimaps W W Ñ W ,
we obtain the usual homomorphisms as homotopisms pφ, φ;φq.
As motivation, we close this brief section with two examples of problems that
appear in homotopism categories but are solved by passing to our next category of
adjoints.
First, Baer [B] observed that a group G, whose center ZpGq contains the com-
mutator G1, induces a bimap B : G{ZpGq G{ZpGq Ñ G1,
pxZpGqqBpZpGqyq  rx, ys px, y P Gq.(1.7)
Isomorphisms between such groups are mapped to pseudo-isometries and in that
way the category of pseudo-isometries appears in several works on p-groups; e.g.
[H2,W2]. A pressing open problem is to determine Aut G and as a starting point
it appears necessary to determine the pseudo-autometries of B. This was recently
solved for bimaps B which are also tensor products [BW2] using the Galois con-
nection of Section 2.1.
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A more subtle use of bimaps arose for intersections of classical subgroups of
GLpV q, which had long been studied as algebraic groups with polynomials derived
from sets Φ  tϕ : V  V Ñ Kϕu of bilinear and sesquilinear forms, e.g. [BF].
As exploited in [BW], this is a modestly disguised problem of a single bimap: set
pXΦq : V  V Ñ
À
tKϕ : ϕ P Φu,
pXΦqpu, vq  pϕpu, vq : ϕ P Φq pu, v P V q.(1.8)
Since XϕPΦ Isompφq  IsompXΦq, the structure of this intersection was immediately
extracted from a functorial relationship between the isometry category and the
adjoint category; for details see [BW].
2. The category of adjoints
The adjoint category AdjpW q has arbitrary pR,Sq-bimaps B : U  V Ñ W (so
only W  RWS is fixed) as objects. Morphisms from B to another pR,Sq-bimap
C : U 1  V 1 ÑW are pairs
 
~µ, ~µ

P HomRpU,U
1
q HomSpV
1, V q such that
u ~µCv1  uB~µv1 pu P U,v1 P V q.(2.1)
Hereafter we optionally express (2.1) simply by ~µC  B~µ. For pR,Sq-bimaps B,C,
and D in AdjpW q, we compose
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq and
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpC,Dq by
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν

 p ~µ ~ν, ~ν~µq.(2.2)
This establishes a category. There is an immediate and essential geometric property
captured by these morphisms. For a bimap B : U  V Ñ W and subsets X  U
and Y  V , write X K Y if XBY  txBy : x P X, y P Y u  0.
Lemma 2.3. For all
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq, pker ~µqKpim ~µq and pim ~µqKpker ~µq.
Proof. For all u P ker ~µ, and all v P ~C, 0  u ~µCv  uB~µv. Also, p ~B ~µqCpker ~µq 
p
~BqB~µpker ~µq  0. 
2.1. A Galois connection between adjoints and tensors. Since the adjoint
category fixes the codomain of a bimap it may appear that we will not be speaking
about tensor products. To the contrary, one critical aspect of the adjoint category
is that it specifies the ‘best’ ring for a tensor product. That point (which seems to
have originated from the study of p-groups [W2, p. 2651,BW2]) is missed entirely
whenever we begin with a diagram of modules over fixed rings. When the interest
begins with bimaps (rather than modules), the notion of a universal ring with which
to tensor becomes obvious.
Given
 
~µ, ~µ

,
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpB,Cq, the sum p ~µ   ~ν, ~µ   ~νq P AdjpB,Cq and com-
position in AdjpW q distributes over this addition (so that AdjpW q is a preadditive
category). In particular, if B : U  V Ñ W is an pR,Sq-bimap then the adjoint-
endomorphisms form the ring
AdjpBq  tp ~µ, ~µq P EndR U  EndS V : ~µB  B~µu.
Remark 2.4. Many historic uses of adjoints focus on a single adjoint pair at a time
(even within Category Theory this is the norm). The uses of an entire adjoint ring
are largely restricted to bilinear forms. Forms are quite limiting as their adjoint
rings are simple (when the modules involved have finite chain conditions). By
contrast, for every field k and k-algebra A there is a k-bimap B : V V Ñ k3 with
AdjpBq  A [BF2].
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For a ring A we say an pR,Sq-bimap B : U V ÑW is A-midlinear (also called
A-balanced) if U is an pR,Aq-bimodule, V is an pA,Sq-bimodule, and
sB  Bs pu P U,v P V,s P Aq.(2.5)
There is a universal A-midlinear pR,Sq-bimap for any pair pRUA,AVSq, the tensor
product b  bA : RUA  AVS Ñ RU bA VS . Universal there means that every
A-midlinear pR,Sq-bimap on UV factors through b. However, instead of drawing
the usual commutative triangle we draw diagram (2.6) representing a homotopism
in anticipation of a later construction.
(2.6) UA  AV
B // W
UA  AV
b // U b V
πpBq
OO
Though we do not need this generality here, it is a simple matter to extend these
notions to Ω-operator groups by insisting instead that U and V are equipped with
a function φ : ΩÑ EndR U  EndS V .
Now observe a bimap B is always AdjpBq-midlinear. Indeed, AdjpBq is universal
with that property in the sense that whenever B is A-midlinear then the represen-
tation of A in EndR U  EndS V is a subset of AdjpBq. If B : U  V Ñ W and
C : U  V Ñ W 1 are two pR,Sq-bimaps, write B  C if C factors through B.
This establishes a partial ordering on the set of bimaps on U V and with that we
arrive at the following simple but extremely helpful realization: for an pR,Sq-bimap
B : U  V ÑW and representation φ : AÑ EndR U  EndS V ,
(2.7) b
pA,φq  B ðñ Aφ  AdjpBq.
That is to say,
Theorem 2.8. xU b
pq
V,Adjpqy is a Galois connection ([DP, p. 155]) between
pR,Sq-bimaps on U  V and representations in EndR U  EndS V .
2.2. Transpose dualities. Arguably the most important functor for the categories
of adjoint-morphisms is the transpose, t  tpRWSq, that sends pR,Sq-bimaps B :
U  V ÑW to pSop, Ropq-bimaps Bt : V  U ÑW ,
vBtu  uBv pu P U,v P V q.(2.9)
Adjoint-morphisms
 
~µ, ~µ

are sent to p~µ, ~µq. So the transpose is contra-variant.
As tpRWSqtpSopWRopq  1AdjpW q, the pair xtpRWSq, tpSopWRopqy form a duality
between AdjpRWSq and AdjpSopWRopq. As a special case, when k  R  S is a
commutative ring and W is a (one-sided) k-module treated as a k-bimodule, the
transpose is a contra-variant auto-functor of order 2.
These dualities have an important consequence.
Theorem 2.10. AdjpW q is not is not equivalent to a full category of modules, nor
to the dual of a full category of modules.2
Proof. Module categories are not equivalent to their duals [F, p. 116]. 
2Indeed, AdjpW q cannot be a Grothendieck category since then it would also be a co-
Grothendieck; in such categories all objects are zero [F, p. 116].
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Remark 2.11. Morita initiated the study of R-module subcategories that admit
dualities [AF, Section 23,M]. In particular, the dualities can be realized by the
contra-variant functor HomRp,W q on the W -reflexive modules, i.e. the modules
U for which U  HomRpHomRpU,W q,W q. For instance, if R  k is a field and
W  k then all finite-dimensional k-vector spaces are k-reflexive. However, AdjpW q
is not equivalent to the subcategory of W -reflexive R-modules, even when R 
k is a field. As mentioned in Remark 2.4, there are k-bimaps B : U  V Ñ
k3 of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces whose endomorphism rings, AdjpBq, are
arbitrary finite-dimensional k-algebras. By contrast, the endomorphism rings of
finite-dimensional k-vector spaces are simple k-algebras. A proposed equivalence
would be fully faithful and so preserve the endomorphism rings; that is not possible.
Regrettably, this point was not properly understood in an earlier draft that saw
some circulation (arXiv:1007.4329v1); specifically, Proposition 3.62 and Theorem
1.6 were wrong.
2.3. Forgetful functors, versors, and adjunction to modules. With many
questions in linear geometry it can help to forget the perpendicularity relations
and focus instead on the spaces themselves. In a formal context this means we
introduce the obvious ‘forgetful’ functors from AdjpW q  AdjpRWSq to RMod and
to ModS . One of these two functors is covariant and the other contra-variant and
the covariant forgetful functor is a right adjoint to a separate functor we call a
‘versor’. If we compose the contra-variant forgetful functor with the transpose
we get a similar relationship. These adjunctions to module categories allow us to
explore AdjpW q efficiently.
For each pR,Sq-bimap B : U  V Ñ W , and each adjoint-morphism
 
~µ, ~µ

in
AdjpW q, define ~B  U and
ÝÝÝ
 
~µ, ~µ

 ~µ, and also
ÝÑ
B  V and
ÝÝÝÑ
 
~µ, ~µ

 ~µ. Thus,
AdjpW q possess two forgetful functors and the duality in composition requires that
exactly one of these be co-variant. It is a matter of taste when selecting which
of these is co-variant: if one prefers left modules then presumably
ÝÝ
pq should be
viewed as co-variant and
ÝÝÑ
pq as contra-variant – this is our convention here as
demonstrated by (2.2).
Lemma 2.12. Fix pR,Sq-bimaps B and C in AdjpW q and adjoint-morphisms
 
~µ, ~µ

and
 
~ν, ~ν

from B to C.
(i) If ~µ  ~ν then ~µ  ~ν modulo the right radical of B. So, if B is right nonde-
generate ( ~B
K
 0) then ~µ  ~ν and we say that ~µ determines ~µ.
(ii) If ~µ  ~ν then ~µ  ~ν module the left radical of C; so, if C is left nondegenerate
(~CJ  0) then ~µ  ~ν and we say that ~µ determines ~µ.
Proof. Let ~µ  ~ν. For all u P ~B and all v1 P ~C, uBp~µ ~νqv1  u ~µCv1  u ~νCv1  0.
Hence, p~µ ~νq~C ¤ ~B
K
. The transpose of (i) proves (ii). 
There are also some trivial ways to lift a homomorphism from RMod, resp. ModS ,
to AdjpW q that will be used at times below.
Lemma 2.13. Let B be an pR,Sq-bimap, RX an R-module, and YS an S-module.
(i) Let p ~µ, ~µq P HomRpX, ~BqHomSp ~B, Y q with ~µ is an epimorphism. Then there
is an pR,Sq-bimap A with
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpA,Bq if, and only if, pim ~µqKBpker ~µq.
(ii) Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P HomRp ~B,XqHomSpY, ~Bq and ~µ an epimorphism. Then there is
an pR,Sq-bimap C where
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq if, and only if, pker ~µqKBpim ~µq.
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Proof. The forward direction of (i) follows from Lemma 2.3. Suppose instead that
ker ~µ ¤ pim ~µqK. We claim that A is well-defined by the formula A~µ  ~µB. First,
as ~µ is an epimorphism, for every x P X and y P Y there is a v P ~B, y  ~µv and
so xAy  xA~µv  x ~µBv; hence, A is defined on X  Y . For the well-definedness,
take v1 P ~B with ~µv1  y. Now v1  v  z P ker ~µ ¤ pim ~µqK, therefore,
xAy  x ~µBv1  x ~µBv   x ~µBz  x ~µBv
Thus the choice of representative for the pre-image of y is not important.
For (ii) apply the transpose to the result for (i). 
Since we fix the codomainW , when we apply the left forgetful functor to a bimap
B : U  V ÑW , we are forgetting the module V along with the ‘product’ between
U and V . So the problem becomes: given U  RU and W  RWS , recover an
S-module U nW and an pR,Sq-bimap nR : U  pU nW q Ñ W through which
B is uniquely associated. The notation n suggests we think of this as a ‘universal
division’ of U into W :
u P U,w PW,v P V, uBv  w ñ pvσB  un wq ^ puσB  w m vq.(2.14)
There σB : V Ñ U nW and σB : U Ñ W m V are homomorphisms unique to
B. This is analogous to how one may think of tensors, that is, every distributive
‘product’ (bimap) B : U  V ÑW is the image of a ‘universal product’:
u P U,v P V,w PW, uBv  wñ pu b vqπpBq  w.(2.15)
Now formally, an pR,Sq-bimap n  nR : U  pU nRW q ÑW is a left R-versor
(respectively a right S-versor m  mS : pW mS V q  V Ñ W ) if for every pR,Sq-
bimap B : U  V Ñ W , there is a unique homomorphism σB : V Ñ pU nR W q
(resp. σB : U Ñ pW mS V q) such that corresponding diagram in (2.16) commutes.
These should be compared to our atypical diagram (2.6) for the tensor.
(2.16) RU  V
σB

B // W
RU  U nW
n //
RW
U  VS
σB

B // WS
W m V  VS
m // WS
As with tensors, the choice of U nRW (or W mS V ) is unique up to a canonical iso-
morphism. The existence of versors is confirmed by taking UnRW  HomRpU,W q
(resp. W mS V  HomSpV,W q) and defining u n τ  uτ (resp. τ m v  τv). In
particular, vσB  Bv (resp. σBu  uB) and is unique because n, so defined, is
right-nondegenerate (resp. m is left-nondegenerate). In what follows we sometimes
write U nRW to represent both the bimap as well as the right S-module necessary
to define the left R-versor, much as we do with tensors.
Remark 2.17. The associated modules U nR W  HomSpU,W q and W mS V 
HomSpV,W q have such established histories that new vocabulary and symbols will
be odious to many. As a modest defense, here we study bimaps and care more for
the abstraction of ‘universal division’ than any specific construction implementing
that property. Thus, we feel an independent nomenclature is reasonably justified.
For uniformity we harvested a mostly obsolete term ‘versor’ which appears in some
of the earliest writings on tensors, e.g. [H, p. 7]. We are not aware of any deep
connection to the arcane definitions of versors, much like the original intentions for
tensors are obscured in the modern treatments.
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As with the tensor, versors induce various functors. We pick out the functors
that lead to bimaps and adjoint-morphisms. To describe where homomorphisms
are sent we prove the following ‘lifting property’.
Lemma 2.18. Fix an pR,Sq-bimaps B.
(i) For all R-modules RU , and all α P HomRpU, ~Bq, there is a unique
 
~α, ~α

P
AdjpU nR W,Bq with ~α  α.
(ii) For all S-modules VS , and all α P HomSp ~B, V q, there is a unique
 
~α, ~α

P
AdjpB,W mS V q with ~α  α.
Proof. For (i), set ~α  α and C : U  V 1 Ñ W to be C  ~αB. Hence there is a
unique σC : V 1 Ñ U nR W where for all u P U and all v
1
P V 1, u ~αBv  uCv1 
un pσCv1q. For (ii), let D  Bα and
 
~α, ~α

 pσD, αq. 
Remark 2.19. With the suggested choice of n : UHomRpU,W q ÑW , unπ  uπ,
the (left) lifting of α to
 
~α, ~α

is simply ~α  α and ~α  ~αB.
For a fixed pR,Sq-bimoduleW , pqnRW determines a functor RModÑ AdjpW q
sending U to n : U  pU nW q Ñ W and assigning to each µ P HomRpU,U
1
q the
unique adjoint-morphism µ n W 
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpU n W,U 1 n W q with ~µ  µ
guaranteed by Lemma 2.18(i). For ν P HomRpU
1, U2q, ~µ ~ν  Ýµν. As left versors are
right-nondegenerate it follows that ~ν~µ  ÝÑµν. Thus,
pµνq nW  pÝµν,ÝÑµνq  p ~µ ~ν, ~ν~µq  pµnW qpν nW q
which confirms the only material step in proving that pq nR W is a (covariant)
functor. Meanwhile, W mS pq is a (contra-variant) functor ModS Ñ AdjpW q.
Theorem 2.20. For a fixed pR,Sq-bimodule W , the functor pqnRW from RMod
to AdjpRWSq is a left adjoint with the left forgetful functor
ÝÝ
pq its right adjoint.
Proof. Fix a left R-module U and an pR,Sq-bimap B into W . Define ΦU,B :
AdjpU nR W,Bq Ñ HomRpU, ~Bq by
 
~τ, ~τ

ΦU,B  ~τ . By Lemma 2.18, ΦU,B is
surjective and by Lemma 2.12(i) ΦU,B is injective. Now let C be a bimap and U
1
an R-module. Fix
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq and ρ P HomRpU
1, Uq. Let
 
~ρ, ~ρ

 ρnR W
(so ~ρ  ρ). For each
 
~τ , ~τ

P AdjpU nRW,Bq,
 
~τ , ~τ

HompρnR W,
 
~µ, ~µ

q  ΦU 1,C 
 
~ρ, ~ρ
 
~τ, ~τ
 
~µ, ~µ

ΦU 1,C  ~ρ ~τ ~µ
 ~τHompρ, ~µq 
 
~τ , ~τ

ΦU,B Hompρ,
ÝÝÝ
 
~µ, ~µ

q.
Thus, HompρnRW,
 
~µ, ~µ

q ΦU 1,C  ΦU,B Hompρ,
ÝÝÝ
 
~µ, ~µ

q so ΦU,B is natural in U
and B. Hence, pq nRW is a left adjoint to
ÝÝ
pq. 
Corollary 2.21. The left forgetful functor is continuous (preserves limits). The
right forgetful functor sends limits to colimits.
Proof. The first part is true of all right-adjoint functors [P, p. 91]. The second
part follows as
ÝÝÑ
pq is naturally isomorphic to
ÝÝ
pq
t (via the isomorphism of ModS
to SopMod). Observe also that the transpose sends limits to colimits. 
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2.4. Adjoints categories are (co-)complete and abelian. There are several
ways to imagine products, coproducts, equalizers, kernels, cokernels, images, etc.
for AdjpW q. To get a head start we use the properties of adjoint functors to
provide a hint about the construction on purely formal terms. Sometimes these
clues are enough; however, a purely abstract construction will miss the relevance
to applications. So we motivate the construction using the geometric aims.
First we plan a product for AdjpW q which mimics the perpendicular sum of 1-
spaces used to decompose classical orthogonal and unitary geometries. The mem-
bers will be arbitrary modules and not simply 1-spaces. Such decompositions ap-
pear, for example, in [W2].
Fix a multiset B of pR,Sq-bimaps into W . As the left forgetful functor is contin-
uous, it preserves products. Therefore, a hypothetical product kB for B in AdjpW q
has
Ý
kB canonically isomorphic to
±
~B where
A
±
~B : tπB : B P Bu
E
is the usual
product in RMod. For the right side we work contra-variantly and so we select
ÝÑ
kB 
²
~B where
A
²
~B, tιB : B P Bu
E
is the usual coproduct in ModS . Combine
these constructs into an pR,Sq-bimap kB :
±
~B
²
~B ÑW following the geomet-
ric goal that for every B P B, ~B must be perpendicular to every member of ~Bt ~Bu
and ~B should be perpendicular to every member of ~B  t ~Bu. This is achieved by
the rule:
upkBqv 
¸
BPB
uBBvB(2.22)
where u  puBqBPB P
±
~B and v  pvBqBPB P
²
~B. (This is a finite sum as we
assume
²
~B consist of tuples of finite support.)
Remark 2.23. If we think of bimaps B and C into W temporarily as matrices
with entries in W (cf. Remark 1.5), then B k C is represented by the matrix
B ` C  rB 00 C s.
3
Now fix an pR,Sq-bimap C and a function B Ñ AdjpC,Bq, B ÞÑ p ~µB, ~µBq. For
each B P B, this give the commutative diagrams in (2.24).
(2.24)
±
~B
πB // ~B and
²
~B
~µ   B
BB
BB
BB
B
~B
ιBoo
~µB    
  
  
  
~C
~µ
``AAAAAAAA ~µB
@@
~C.
For each B P B, pπB , ιBq P AdjpkB, Bq,
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpC,kBq, and
 
~µ, ~µ

pπB , ιBq 
 
~µB, ~µB

. So k is a categorical product. The transpose produces a coproduct
jB  pkpBtqqt :
²
~B 
±
~B ÑW . We also recognize that the finite products and
coproducts in AdjpW q are isomorphic.
Theorem 2.25. AdjpW q is an additive category.
Proof. We introduced AdjpW q as a pre-additive category. The zero for AdjpW q is
0 : 0  0 Ñ W . The existence of products and coproducts (that are isomorphic
when finite) completes the proof. 
3We resist writing this product with ` since the product in the category of homotopisms on
bimaps has a superseding requirement that B : U  V ÑW and C : X  Y Ñ Z have a product
B `C : pU `Xq  pV ` Y q Ñ pW `Xq.
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We appeal once more to Theorem 2.20 to give the components of an equalizer
and finish off the definition with a geometric observations.
Because AdjpW q is additive, a hypothetical equalizer of a pair
 
~µ, ~µ

,
 
~ν, ~ν

P
AdjpB,Cq is the kernel of
 
~τ , ~τ


 
~µ, ~µ


 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpB,Cq. So we actually
construct kernels for arbitrary adjoint-morphisms
 
~τ, ~τ

. Using continuity of the
left forgetful functor, a proposed kernel ker
 
~τ , ~τ

 xD, pι, πqy could take the form
D : ker ~τ  p~C{ im~τ q Ñ W and ι : ker ~τ Ñ ~B and π : ~B Ñ p ~B{ im~τ q are the
associated kernels and cokernels of modules. Define D by the restriction of B:
uDpvπq  uDpim~τ   vq  uBv  uιBv pu P ker ~τ ,v P ~Bq.(2.26)
However, one should pause to understand that this is well-defined – a fact that
follows instantly from the well used geometric property of adjoints: kernels are
perpendicular to images (Lemma 2.3).
Having completed some universal constructions we could stop here and declare
that other interesting constructions follow similarly. A less dubious alternative uses
the ingredients here to show AdjpW q is closed to all limits (products, kernels, pull-
backs, images, etc.) and (by the transpose) also to colimits (coproducts, cokernels,
pushouts, coimages, etc.). So we prove:
Theorem 2.27. AdjpW q is complete and cocomplete abelian category.
Proof of Theorem 2.27. Since AdjpW q has arbitrary (co-)products and (co-)equalizers
it is a (co-)complete category [P, p. 85]. As AdjpW q is additive (Theorem 2.25)
and has kernels and cokernels, it remains only to show that every monomorphism
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq is kernel and every epimorphism is a cokernel. From the con-
struction above we notice a monomorphism is the kernel of its cokernel and the
transpose completes the proof. 
2.5. Projective bimaps. We end our brief list of properties for AdjpW q by de-
scribing projectives. In particular it is possible to define (co-)homology for bimaps.
Thus far the constructions in AdjpW q took the sensible route of pairing up a well-
known construction in the left with its dual in the right. This is impossible for
projectives as demonstrated by the next example.
Example 2.28. If P is a finitely generated projective abelian group, Q is a finitely
generated injective abelian group, W is a torsion group, and B : P Q Ñ W is a
Z-bimap, then B is everywhere zero.
Proof. As P and Q are finitely generated, P is free and Q is divisible. Hence, B
factors through P  Q Ñ pP b Qq  Qm. The homomorphism πpBq : Qm Ñ W
must be trivial as Qm is divisible and W is a torsion module. 
Since projectives are not limits (or colimits), the continuity of the forgetful func-
tors is not applicable as it was above. In this way, Example 2.28 does not prevent
the development of projectives, though it does change the approach. Ultimately
projective bimaps in AdjpW q are obtained through versors, but that construction
has the benefit of hindsight. Indeed, the abstraction of versors grew out of the
characterization of projective bimaps as evident in Theorem 2.31. To prove that
theorem we first characterize monomorphisms and epimorphisms in AdjpW q.
Lemma 2.29. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

be an adjoint-morphism. The following hold.
(i)
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic if, and only if, ~µ is monic and ~µ is epic.
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(ii)
 
~µ, ~µ

is epic if, and only if, ~µ is epic and ~µ is monic.
(iii)
 
~µ, ~µ

is an adjoint-isomorphism if, and only if, ~µ and ~µ are isomorphisms.
Proof. Consider (i) in the forward direction. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq be monic.
Let U be an arbitrary left R-module and ν, π P HomRpU, ~Bq such that ν ~µ 
π ~µ. By Lemma 2.18, there are
 
~ν, ~ν

,
 
~π, ~π

P AdjpU nR W,Bq with ν  ~ν and
π  ~π. Since ~ν ~µ  ~π ~µ and U nR W is right nondegenerate, by Lemma 2.12(i),
p ~ν ~µ, ~µ~νq  p ~π ~µ, ~µ~πq and so
 
~ν, ~ν
 
~µ, ~µ


 
~π, ~π
 
~µ, ~µ

. By assumption
 
~µ, ~µ

is
monic so
 
~ν, ~ν


 
~π, ~π

and so ~ν  ~π. Therefore, ν ~µ  π ~µ implies ν  π and so ~µ
is monic.
To show ~µ is epic, suppose V is a right S-module and ~ν, ~π P HomRp ~B, V q such
that ~µ~ν  ~µ~π. Let A be the trivial bimap 0  V Ñ W . For all y P ~B, 0By  0 
0A~νy  0A~πy; so, p0, ~νq, p0, ~πq P AdjpA,Bq. Now p0, ~νq
 
~µ, ~µ

 p0, ~µ~νq  p0, ~µ~πq 
p0, ~πq
 
~µ, ~µ

. As
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic, p0, ~νq  p0, ~πq; so, ~ν  ~π and ~µ is epic.
For the converse, we know ~µ and ~µ have dual cancellation properties and so
 
~µ, ~µ

has the cancellation property of ~µ, i.e.
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic. This prove (i).
Part (ii) follows from the transpose applied to (i) and (i) and (ii) imply (iii). 
We encountered the categorical product in AdjpW q as a bimap which is a module
product on the left and a module coproduct on the right. However, bimaps offer the
flexibility of using universal constructions on just one side. The left semi-product
of bimaps B and C where ~B  ~C is rB,Cs : ~B  p ~B ` ~Cq ÑW with
urB,Cspv ` v1q  uBv   uCv1 pu P ~B,v P ~B,v1 P ~Cq.(2.30)
Intuitively we think of rB,Cs as a partitioned matrix. The meaning of

B
C

for
bimaps B and C with ~B  ~C is similarly understood.
Theorem 2.31. If P is a projective in AdjpW q, then ~P is a projective R-module
and ~P Ñ HomRp ~P ,W q given by y ÞÑ Py is an epimorphism.
Proof. Let ~µ P HomRpU,U
1
q be an epimorphism and ~ν P HomRp ~P , U
1
q. Take
B : U  0 Ñ W and C : U 1  0 Ñ W (which are both 0 everywhere) and notice
p ~µ, 0q P AdjpB,Cq is an epimorphism and p ~ν, 0q P AdjpP,Cq. As P is projective
there is a
 
~τ, ~τ

P AdjpP,Bq such that
 
~τ , ~τ

p ~µ, 0q  p ~ν, 0q. Thus, ~τ ~µ  ~ν and so ~P
is projective in RMod.
4 Now concentrate on the second claim.
We treat π P HomRp ~P ,W q as an pR,Sq-bimap ~P S ÑW where px, sq ÞÑ xπs.
It follows that
 
~µ, ~µ

 px ÞÑ x, y ÞÑ y ` 0q is an epimorphism rP, πs Ñ P . As P
is projective, the epimorphism
 
~µ, ~µ

splits and so there exists a monomorphism
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpP, rP, πsq such that
 
~ν, ~ν
 
~µ, ~µ

 1P . As ~µ  1, so does ~ν. Also,
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν


 
~ǫ,~ǫ

 p1,~ǫq is an idempotent endomorphism of rP, πs, and so is
p1 ~ǫ, 1~ǫq  p0, 1~ǫq. As kerp1~ǫq  ~P ` 0 and ~P `S  kerp1~ǫq` imp1~ǫq,
there is a yπ P ~P such that yπ ` p1q P imp1  ~ǫq. Also, kerp1  ~ǫq  ~P is rP, πs-
perpendicular to imp1 ~ǫq and so
0  xrP, πspyπ ` p1qq  xPyπ  xπ px P ~P q.
Therefore xPyπ  xπ, for all x P ~P . As π is arbitrary this says that for each
π P HomRp ~P ,W q, there is a yπ P ~P such that Pyπ  π. 
4Note that construction cannot be modified to show ~P is injective in ModS .
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Corollary 2.32. If P is projective in AdjpW q then there is a unique monomor-
phism
 
~ι,~ι

: ~P nW ֒Ñ P with ~ι the identity.
Following Corollary 2.32 we are satisfied to describe projectives as essentially
versors. This is the final point to verify.
Theorem 2.33. If P is projective in RMod then P nRW is projective in AdjpW q.
Proof. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq be an epimorphism and
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpP n W,Cq.
As P is projective and ~µ is an epimorphism, there is ~τ P HomRpP, ~Bq such that
~τ ~µ  ~ν. By Lemma 2.18 there is a unique
 
~τ , ~τ

P AdjpP nW,Bq extending ~τ .
Now
 
~τ , ~τ
 
~µ, ~µ

 p ~τ ~µ, ~µ~τ q  p ~ν, ~µ~τ q. As P nW is right nondegenerate, ~µ~τ  ~ν
(Lemma 2.12(i)). Thus,
 
~τ, ~τ
 
~µ, ~µ


 
~ν, ~ν

proving that P nW is projective. 
Remark 2.34. An abelian category is said to have enough projectives if every ob-
ject is the epimorphic image of a projective. As module categories have enough
projectives, for every bimap B into W there is a projective P and an epimorphism
~µ : P Ñ ~B which extends uniquely to
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpP nR W,Bq. However,
 
~µ, ~µ

need not be epic as ~µ might not be monic. For example, if B : 0  V Ñ W
and V  0, then AdjpP nR W,Bq  0 for all R-modules P (so no element is an
epimorphism).
3. Nondegenerate bimaps
In this section we focus on nondegenerate bimaps and nondegenerate adjoint-
morphisms. These do not form a subcategory of AdjpW q (under any choice of W 
0) but are nevertheless quite robust. For example, products, kernels, images, and
their duals remain nondegenerate when we start with nondegenerate bimaps and
nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms. Unexpectedly, division maps are precisely the
simple objects with respect to nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms (Theorem 3.13).
Recall form Section 1.2 that for every bimap B in AdjpW q, we may treat the
radical of B as an ideal
?
B : V JUK Ñ 0 in the homotopism category and so we
can pass to a nondegenerate bimap B
`
 pB{
?
Bq : U{V J  V {UK ÑW where
pu  V JqpB
`
qpUK   vq  uBv, pu P U,v P V q.
Furthermore, for
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq, define
 
~µ, ~µ

`
 p ~µ{
a
~µ, ~µ{
a
~µq P HomRp ~B{ ~B
J, ~C{~CJq HomSp~C{ ~C
K
, ~B{ ~B
K
q.
The full subcategory AdjpW q of nondegenerate bimaps is a reflexive additive subcat-
egory, but it is not an abelian subcategory as the following example demonstrates.
Example 3.1. If K is a proper field extension of a field k, then set C : KkÑ K
to be xCa  xa, for all x P K and all a P k. Also define B : K  K Ñ K so
that xBy  xy, for all x, y P K. There is an adjoint-epimorphism p1, ι : k ֒Ñ Kq P
AdjpB,Cq whose kernel is the restriction of B to the degenerate bimap 0K{kÑ K
(where here K{k denotes the quotient as additive groups).
3.1. Nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms. Kernels of adjoint morphisms between
two nondegenerate bimaps can be degenerate (Example 3.1). Hence, we restrict
adjoint-morphisms to those whose kernels and cokernels are nondegenerate as well.
We call these nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms.
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Lemma 3.2. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq.
XK X im ~µ  ~µppX ~µqKq pX  ~Bq,
Y J X im ~µ  p~µY qJ ~µ pY  ~Cq.
Indeed, if B is right-nondegenerate and C is left-nondegenerate then pim ~µqK  ker ~µ
and pim ~µqJ  ker ~µ.
Proof. First, ~µppX ~µqKq  ~µtv1 P ~C : 0  pX ~µqCv1u  t~µv1 : v1 P ~C, 0  XB~µv1u 
XK X im ~µ. If B is right-nondegenerate, then 0  ~B
K
X im ~µ  ~µppim ~µqKq; thus,
pim ~µqK ¤ ker ~µ. By Lemma 2.3, ker ~µ ¤ imp ~µqK. The rest follows similarly. 
Proposition 3.3. Let B and C be nondegenerate bimaps in AdjpW q. For
 
~µ, ~µ

P
AdjpB,Cq the following are equivalent.
(i) pker ~µqK  im ~µ, and pker ~µqJ  im ~µ.
(ii) pker ~µqK ¤ im ~µ, and pker ~µqJ ¤ im ~µ.
(iii) ker ~µ  pker ~µqKJ, im ~µ  pim ~µqKJ, ker ~µ  pker ~µqJK, and im ~µ  pim ~µqJK.
Proof. Evidently (i) implies (ii). By Lemma 2.3, (ii) implies (i).
Suppose (i). By Lemma 3.2, pim ~µqKJ  pker ~µqJ  im ~µ; thus also pker ~µqJK 
pim ~µqK  ker ~µ. The rest follow similarly so that (i) implies (iii).
Suppose (iii). By Lemma 3.2, pker ~µqJ  pim ~µqKJ  im ~µ. Similarly, pker ~µqK 
im ~µ. Hence, (iii) implies (i). 
We say
 
~µ, ~µ

is nondegenerate if it satisfies any of the properties in Proposition
3.3. The following short-cuts can also help in proving nondegeneracy of adjoint-
morphisms.
Proposition 3.4. For bimaps B and C,
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq is nondegenerate if:
(i)
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic, B is right-nondegenerate, C is nondegenerate, and pker ~µqJ ¤
im ~µ.
(ii)
 
~µ, ~µ

is epic, B is nondegenerate, C is left-nondegenerate, and pker ~µqK ¤
im ~µ.
(iii)
 
~µ, ~µ

is an isomorphism, B is right-nondegenerate and C is left-nondegenerate.
Proof. For (i), as
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic, ker ~µ  0, im ~µ  ~B, and pker ~µqK  im ~µ. By
Lemma 2.12(iii), ~BJ ~µ ¤ ~CJ. As ~µ is monic and C is nondegenerate, it follows that
p
~BqJ  0 so that B is left-nondegenerate. As B is also right-nondegenerate, B is
nondegenerate. By Proposition 3.3(ii),
 
~µ, ~µ

is nondegenerate.
Part (ii) follows the transpose of (i) and part (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
Once we have a nondegenerate adjoint-morphism we can focus on a single com-
ponent of the pair, for example.
Proposition 3.5. If
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq is nondegenerate then ~µ is a monomor-
phism, epimorphism, or isomorphism, if, and only if, ~µ is an epimorphism, monomor-
phism, or isomorphism, respectively.
Proof. If ~µ is monic then ~B  0K  pker ~µqK  im ~µ; so ~µ is epic. Next, if ~µ is epic
then ~C  im ~µ  pker ~µqJ. As C is nondegenerate, this forces ker ~µ  0. The rest
follows by application of the transpose. 
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Following Lemma 2.3, we understood that the orthogonality relations induced by
a bimap B : UV ÑW can be studied through adjoint-morphisms. The operators
pK,Jq form a Galois connection (here our definitions use the order-reversing form)
from the lattice of subsets (submodules) of U to the lattice of subsets (submodules)
of V ; cf. [DP, p. 155]. We will need the following observation.
Theorem 3.6. Let B be a bimap. The map X ÞÑ XK is a complete lattice anti-
isomorphism from the JK-stable submodules of U to the KJ-stable submodules of
V (the inverse is Y ÞÑ Y J). In particular, for all sets X of submodules of U ,

£
X
	
K


¸
X
K
	
JK
.
Proof. This follows from interpreting [DP, Proposition 7.31] in our context. 
3.2. The ersatz-category of nondegenerate bimaps. First we show that the
composition of nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms can be degenerate, Example 3.7.
Hence, we describe the results within an ersatz-category Adj
`
pW q, that is, the
collection of nondegenerate bimaps and nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms, which
despite not begin closed to all compositions behaves as a category wherever compo-
sition is defined. Hence we limp along with weaker properties that apply in critical
cases.
Example 3.7. Let k be a field, V  kn for some integer n ¥ 3, and tx, yu  V a
k-linearly independent subset of size 2. Define W  V ^ V , A : kx V {kxÑ W ,
B : V  V ÑW , and C : V {ky  ky ÑW by
uApkx  vq  u^ v pu P kx,v P V q,
uBv  u^ v pu, v P V q, and
pu  kyqCv  u^ v pu P V,v P kyq.
It follows that pιA : kx ֒Ñ V, πA : V ։ V {kxq P AdjpA,Bq is a nondegenerate
monomorphism and pπC : V ։ V {ky, ιC : ky ֒Ñ V q P AdjpB,Cq is a nondegenerate
epimorphism. However, pιA, πAqpπC , ιCq is degenerate.
Remark 3.8. We caution that it is often possible that a universal construction
leads to a nondegenerate bimap but where the associated adjoint-morphisms are
degenerate. So when we speak of a nondegenerate universal property we mean for
both the bimaps and the adjoint-morphisms to be nondegenerate.
In light of Example 3.7 it is critical to show that a some important composites of
nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms are nondegenerate. The following technical rule
will be useful in that effort.
Theorem 3.9. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpA,Bq and
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpB,Cq be nondegenerate.
It follows that
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν

is nondegenerate if, and only if,
pim ~µ  ker ~νqKJ ~ν ¤ im ~µ ~ν, ~µpim ~ν   ker ~µqJK ¤ im~ν~µ.
Indeed equality can also be used in place of inequalities.
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Proof. As ker ~µ ¤ ker ~µ ~ν, pker ~µ ~νqK ¤ pker ~µqK  im ~µ. By Lemma 3.2 and Theo-
rem 3.6,
pker ~µ ~νqK  pker ~µ ~νqK X im ~µ  ~µppker ~µ ~νq ~µqK
 ~µppker ~ν X im ~µqKq  ~µpppker ~νqK   pim ~µqKqJKq
 ~µppim ~ν   ker ~µqJKq.
By the transpose, pker ~ν~µqJ  pim ~µ   ker ~νqKJ ~ν. By Proposition 3.3,
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν

is nondegenerate if, and only if,
im ~µ ~ν ¥ pker ~ν~µqJ  pim ~µ  ker ~νqKJ ~ν; and
im~ν~µ ¥ pker ~µ ~νqK  ~µppim ~ν   ker ~µqJKq.

Corollary 3.10. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpA,Bq and
 
~ν, ~ν

P AdjpB,Cq be nondegenerate.
If
 
~µ, ~µ

is epic or
 
~ν, ~ν

is monic then
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν

is nondegenerate.
Proof. If
 
~µ, ~µ

is epic then im ~µ  ~B and ker ~µ  0; hence,
pim ~µ  ker ~νqKJ ~ν  pim ~µqKJ ~ν  im ~µ ~ν;
~µpim ~ν   ker~νqJK  ~µpim~νq  im ~ν~µ.
By Theorem 3.9,
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~ν, ~ν

is nondegenerate. 
We now have the tools required to show Adj
`
pW q is closed to many of the
familiar universal constructions such as kernels, images, and their duals. Though
products are not always nondegenerate (their associated adjoint-morphism need
not be nondegenerate) often these are nondegenerate.
Proposition 3.11. The kernel and cokernel of a nondegenerate adjoint-morphism
are nondegenerate.
Proof. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpB,Cq be nondegenerate. Take coker ~µ  ~B{ im ~µ and
A  ker
 
~µ, ~µ

: ker ~µ coker ~µÑW . Now
pker ~µqK  tim ~µ  v P coker ~µ : pker ~µqApim ~µ  vq  0u
 tim ~µ  v P coker ~µ : pker ~µqBv  0u
 pker ~µqK{ im ~µ  0,
where the last equality follows by Proposition 3.3. Hence, A is right-nondegenerate.
Furthermore, pι : ker ~µ ֒Ñ ~B, π : ~B ։ coker ~µq P AdjpA,Bq and is monic. By Prop-
osition 3.3, pkerπqJ  pim ~µqJ  pker ~µqKJ  ker ~µ  im ι. So by Proposition
3.4(i), pι, πq is nondegenerate; thus, kernels (and their implied inclusion maps) are
nondegenerate. Cokernels follow by application of the transpose. 
Proposition 3.12. Let C be a nondegenerate bimap, B be a multiset of nonde-
generate bimaps into W , and t
 
~µ, ~µ

B
P AdjpC,Bq : B P Bu a B-indexed set of
nondegenerate adjoint-morphisms. Take xkB, t
 
~π, ~π

B
: B P Buy as the product in
AdjpW q and
 
~µ, ~µ

P AdjpC,kBq with, for all B P B,
 
~µ, ~µ
 
~π, ~π

B

 
~µ, ~µ

B
.
(i) kB is nondegenerate and, for all B P B,
 
~π, ~π

B
is nondegenerate.
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(ii)
 
~µ, ~µ

is nondegenerate if, and only if, im ~µ (equivalently
°
tim ~µB : B P Bu)
is JK-stable in ~C.
(iii) If there is a B P B such that
 
~µ, ~µ

B
is monic, then
 
~µ, ~µ

is nondegenerate.
Proof. For (i), observe that
ÝÝÝ
pkBq
K

±
t
~B
K
: B P Bu  0 and similarly kB is also
left-nondegenerate. For each B P B, put
 
~π, ~π

B
 pπB, ιBq so that
pkerπBq
K


¹
p
~B  t ~Buq
	
K

~BιB .
As B is nondegenerate and pπB, ιBq is epic, by Proposition 3.4(ii),
 
~π, ~π

B
is non-
degenerate.
Next we show (ii). For each B P B, put p ~µB, ~µBq 
 
~µ, ~µ

B
. Now pker ~µBqιB~µ 
pker ~µBq~µB  0 so that pker ~µBqιB ¤ ker ~µ. Hence,
²
tker ~µB : B P Bu ¤ ker ~µ and
pker ~µqJ ¤

º
tker ~µB : B P Bu
	
J

¹
tpker ~µBq
J : b P Bu

¹
tim ~µB : b P Bu  im ~µ.
By Proposition 3.3, to show that
 
~µ, ~µ

is nondegenerate it remains to show that
pker ~µqK ¤ im ~µ. By Theorem 3.6,
pker ~µqK 

£
tker ~µB : B P Bu
	
K


¸
tim ~µB : B P Bu
	
JK
 pim ~µqKJ.
Therefore, it is necessary and sufficient to show im ~µ is JK-stable.
(iii) follows from (ii) and Corollary 3.10. 
3.3. Division maps. We finish our treatment of nondegenerate bimaps by demon-
strating how division maps play the part of “simple” nondegenerate bimaps with
respect to adjoint-morphisms. Say that a bimap B is nondegenerate-simple if B
is nonzero and every nondegenerate adjoint-morphism from B is either zero or a
monomorphism.
Theorem 3.13. The nondegenerate-simple bimaps are division maps.
Proof. Suppose that B is nondegenerate-simple. Let u P ~B and v P ~B such that
uBv  0. Define the bimap C : ~B{uKJ  uK ÑW such that
px  uKJqCy  xBy px P ~B,y P uKq.(3.14)
Note C is well-defined. Take pπ : ~B ։ ~B{uKJ, ι : uK ֒Ñ ~Bq which is an adjoint-
epimorphism from B to C. As B is nondegenerate and ~CJ  uKJ{uKJ  0, C is
also left-nondegenerate. Now pkerπqK  uKJK  uK  im ι. By Proposition 3.4(ii),
pπ, ιq is nondegenerate. As B is nondegenerate-simple, pπ, ιq is zero or monic. If it
is zero then v P uK  0 so that v  0. If pπ, ιq is monic then u P uKJ  0 so that
u  0. In every case, if uBv  0 then u  0 or v  0 so that B is a division map.
Next suppose that B is a division map. Let
 
~µ, ~µ

: B Ñ C be an a non-
degenerate adjoint-morphism. As pker ~µqBpim ~µq  0 and B is a division map,
either ker ~µ  0 or im ~µ  0. Now invoke Proposition 3.3: if ker ~µ  0 then
im ~µ  pker ~µqK  ~B so that ~µ is monic and ~µ is epic, that is,
 
~µ, ~µ

is monic;
otherwise, im ~µ  0 so ker ~µ  pim ~µqJ  ~B and
 
~µ, ~µ

 p0, 0q. As
 
~µ, ~µ

was
arbitrary, B is nondegenerate-simple. 
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4. Division algebras up to isotopism
An isotopism pφ, γ;κq  pφκ1, γκ1; 1qpκ, κ;κq is a product of an isomorphism
and a principal isotopism. Also, pφκ1, κγ1q is an adjoint-isomorphism. In fact:
Corollary 4.1. For a commutative ring k, the principal isotopism classes of divi-
sion k-algebras on W is in bijection with the class of nondegenerate-simple bimaps
B :W W ÑW up to adjoint-isomorphism.
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